HUMN 4903: Conceptual Art

AUTHOR    Nettles, Bea, 1946-
TITLE     28 days : a deck of cards / by Bea Nettles.

AUTHOR    Morgan, Robert C., 1943-
TITLE     Wherever you go, wherever you are, consider this / [Robert C. Morgan]

CALL #    N7433.4.M62 R83 1970z.
AUTHOR    Moore, Claire.
TITLE     Rubbings, grids / by Claire Moore.
IMPRINT   [S.l.] : C. Moore, [197-?]
TITLE     The sporting life 1975.
IMPRINT   Los Angeles : Fat Heart Publications.

AUTHOR    Weiner, Lawrence.
TITLE     Tracce = Traces / Lawrence Weiner.

CALL #    N7433.4.D37 Z47 1969.
AUTHOR    Darboven, Hanne.
TITLE     00 [symbol for an arrow pointing right] 00 / Hanne Darboven.

CALL #    TR642 .A76 1969.
AUTHOR    Arnatt, Keith.
TITLE     TV project : self burial / Keith Arnatt.
IMPRINT   [S.l.] : Fernsehgalerie Gerry Schum, [1969?

CALL #    NC745 .S5 1970a.
AUTHOR    Siegel, Irene.
TITLE     70 instructions on how to make certain drawings / Irene Siegel.
IMPRINT   [s.l. : s.n., 197-?]

AUTHOR    King, Susan Elizabeth, 1947-
TITLE     Letter portfolio / by Susan King.
IMPRINT   [S.l. : s.n., 197-?] (Los Angeles, Calif. : Women's Graphics Center)

CALL #    N7433.3 .D33 1970z.
TITLE     Dada is.
IMPRINT   [S.l. : s.n., 197-?]

AUTHOR       Freilicher, Melvyn.
TITLE       Series A ends, series b begins / by Melvyn Freilicher.
IMPRINT      [s.l. : s.n.], 1974.

AUTHOR       Downsbrrough, Peter.
TITLE        Two pipes, fourteen locations / [Peter Downsbrrough]

AUTHOR       Nonas, Richard.
TITLE        Sonora cows / by Richard Nonas.
IMPRINT      [s.l. : s.n.], 1974.
CALL #       ND237.S42 S34 1974.

AUTHOR       Schloss, Edith, 1919-
TITLE        Seven dog walks in Rome or more / by Caspar and Edith Schloss.
IMPRINT      Rome, Italy : [s.n.], 1974.

AUTHOR       Anna Leonowens Gallery (Halifax, N.S.)
TITLE        36 Halifax corner grocery stores : an exhibition and publication / produced by the Anna Leonowens Gallery ; concept/design, Allan McKay ; photography, Lionel Simmons ; catalogue assistance, Canada Council.
IMPRINT      [Halifax, N.S. : Anna Leonowens Gallery, 1974?]

AUTHOR       Rickaby, Tony.
TITLE        Art delinquency notes / by Tony Rickaby.

AUTHOR       Celender, Don, 1931-2005.
TITLE        Olympics of art / by Don Celender.
IMPRINT      [s.l. : s.n.], c1973.

AUTHOR       Simpson, Sylvia Salazar.
TITLE        Eggs verbal, A/Z / Sylvia Salazar Simpson.

AUTHOR       Groover, Jan, 1943-2012.
TITLE        The attributes of positions : semantics of the highway / [Jan Groover]
CALL #       N7433.4.T29 A4 1972.

AUTHOR       Tacha, Athena, 1936-
TITLE        Spatial disorientation staircases and ramps, 1971-72 / by Athena Tacha.
IMPRINT      Oberlin, Ohio : A. Tacha, [1972]